In a rush?

EMPTY EXPRESS
For Priority Return Empties

Move-out can be a critical time for the return of your empty crates, skids and pallets. With Empty Express – your containers will be among the first to be returned at the conclusion of the event.

EMPTY EXPRESS service includes:

• Special storage of your empty containers
• Priority return of stored containers at conclusion of event
• Opportunity to receive a rebate of Empty Express fees*

*To qualify for the rebate, you must: Ship freight round trip on one of the official show carriers and prepay for material handling by the discount deadline.

Order this service on line or Call your Customer Account Manager to find out more!

Please note:

• All pieces under the EMPTY EXPRESS service must be labeled properly with the appropriate labels provided onsite.
• The exhibitor, or their representative, is responsible for correctly labeling the items for EMPTY EXPRESS Service
• (Pieces labeled improperly and stored regularly with standard materials cannot be guaranteed for the expedited EMPTY EXPRESS service.)

EMPTY EXPRESS is a limited service and may not be available based on high demand, so reserve your EMPTY EXPRESS in advance.

EMPTY EXPRESS is not an alternative to material handling; it is an optional, additional service. Normal Material Handling fees will still apply.